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Elderly Feeding Program
Monthly Food Donation
It is the morning of the food distribution and the sun is shinnning brighter
with no trace of clouds in the clear blue sky. The office is packed with
beneficiaries who are eager to collect their food rations. They queue easily
acknowledging they have understood that the food distribution is on a first
come first serve basis. One by one they collect their food, sign the food receipt
and leave with smiles from ear to ear.
Meet Mwajuma Iloka, a pleasant 80 year old widow and one of our beneficiary
from Kakamega County. Mwajuma resides in Shitaho Sub-Location with her
grandson who cares for her. Mwajuma narrates that she was independent
and working as a househelp before old age caught up with her. Abondoned
by her children, she did not know who to turn to. When MIC got wind of her
plight, Mwajuma was frail and using a walking cane to ease mobility. She was
immediately recruited her into feeeding programme.
Just a few months into the feeding programme, Mwajuma is able to walk
without the walking cane, her general health is improved and she is being
taken care of by her grandson. She thanks MIC for caring for her and other
older persons in the community.
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Inset: Mama Mwajuma iloka from Kakamega receiving her
food ration

Beneficiary Home Visits
In the month of December, we were able to conduct 50 home visits to our beneficiaries in Kakamega County. Out of 50 beneficiaries
surveyed, 28 are females and 22 are males.
We were able to gather the following:
1. Feeding Programme
1.

Number of people living in one household

2. How long does the food ration last?
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Majority of the beneficiaries live more than 6 individuals
in a household
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Majority of the beneficiaries indicate the food rations last them only 2
weeks
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Beneficiary Home Visits
3. Food items that run out first

4. Reasons for food ration running out

Food ration that run out first

Sugar,milk
powder, rice
20%
Sugar, milk
powder
10%
Sugar,cooki
ng fat
20%

Main reason for food ration running out

7%
Sugar,rice,c
ooking fat
50%

Mostly Utilized
Small Quantity

Sugar,rice,cooking fat

93%

Sugar,cooking fat
Sugar, milk powder
Sugar,milk powder, rice

It was noted that Cooking fat, sugar & rice are the food
items that runs out fast.

The main reason why cooking fat, sugar and rice run out
fast is small quantities .
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Beneficiary Home Visits
5. Food Ration to be increased

Food ration to be increased
cooking fat ,sugar&rice
cooking fat&sugar

1%
5%
14%

23%

cooking fat&rice
cooking fat,rice &milkpowder

2%
2%
6%
2%
8%

cooking fat ,sugar&milkpowder
corn soya &milkpowder
rice

37%

rice&sugar
sugar
sugar&milkpowder

Majority of the beneficiaries opinion is that cooking fat, sugar & rice should be increased
.
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Beneficiary Home Visits
2. HOUSING PROGRAMME
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28%
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No

72%

MUD
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METAL

BLOCK HOUSE
Majority of the beneficiaries own the homes they live in.
.

Most of the beneficiaries live in mud houses
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Beneficiary Home Visits

8%

14%

Yes

Yes

No

No

86%

92%

Most of the 50 beneficiaries surveyed have access to water.
.

Majority of the beneficiaries have access to
washroom
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Beneficiary Home Visits

18%

Yes
No

82%

Majority of the beneficiaries have access to electricity.
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Beneficiary Home Visits
3. Health Programme
1. Beneficiary Medical Conditions

2. Beneficiaries that require mobility

Arthritis

14%
30%
18%

Hypertension &
Diabetes

10%

Hypertension

Walking Stick

Wheelchair

20%

Crutches

10%
28%

Diabetes & Arthritis

70%
HIV AIDS

It was noted that most of the 50 beneficiaries suffer from arthritis
and hypertension
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70% of the beneficiaries require walking sticks, 20% require
wheelchair and 10% require crutches.
.
.

Beneficiary Home Visits
Beneficiaries with NHIF/UHC

6%

Yes
No

94%

Most of the 50 beneficiaries do not have NHIF/UHC Card.
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Cash Transfer Programme
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Through the survey, we also discovered that out of the 50 beneficiaries, 10 have access to specifically the elderly
cash transfer programme funds.
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Mortality
Its unfortunate that we have to report deaths of our beneficiaries in
Kakamega and Isiolo County.
Kakamega
Edward Mukais, Ninety years old lived in Al-Karim village. He was
recruited into the feeding programme in July 2019, Edward suffered
from old age and health complications, and on December 2019, he
succumbed to his illness.
Isiolo
Eighty Nine Hadija Mohamed lived in Bula Pesa village with her two
sons and two daughters, all have no jobs and living in vulnerable
situation. She was recruited into the feeding programme in
November 2017, Hadija succumbed to age and health complications
in December 2019.
Mzee Joseph Nunuko, Seventy years old lived in Bula Pesa with his
three daughters and one son. He was recruited into the feeding
programme in November 2011. Mzee Nunuko succumbed to health
complications in December 2019.

In memoriam: from top left: Edward Mukais, Hadija Mohamed and
Joseph Nunuko Laplap
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Mortality
Isiolo
73 year old, Abdia Kullu Dahir lived in Bula Pesa village with her
four sons. She was recruited into the feeding programme in June
2011, Abdia succumbed to age and health complications in
December 2019.
89 year old Mama Halima Salim lived in Bula Pesa. She was
recruited into the feeding programme in September 2019. Mama
Halima succumbed to age and health complications in
November 2019.

In memoriam: clockwise from top left to right: Abdia Kullu Dahir
and Halima Salim
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Feeding our elders is our responsibility.

facebook.com/mamaibadocharity
instagram.com/mamaibado
twitter.com/mamaibado
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